
Stalls and Spins 
 

In real life these conditions can either be very fun, or can kill you dead.  The difference lies in knowing 

how to avoid them when you need to, and what to do about them when they happen.  This lesson, as 

always is based on the Transport Canada Flight Training Manual, in particular chapters 12 and 13 (1). 

 

Figure 1, Cessna 172 stall on take-off (1). 

 

So, what’s a stall? What’s a spin? 
Simply put, when a pilot talks about a stall she means an aerodynamic stall, that is, the wing can no 

longer produce lift efficiently.  The aircraft stops flying. 

Spins are related to stalls and can occur when one wing stalls while the other is still flying.  The nose will 

pitch down steeply, and the plane will rotate rapidly around a vertical axis.  Depending on the airplane, 

the spin might be very stable, nearly impossible to stay in, or even very difficult to get out of.  From the 

Ground Up (3) contains a lot of interesting information about how stall and spin characteristics influence 

aircraft design. 



To understand what’s happening in a stall (or spin) we need to know something about what happens to 

the wing.  Figure 2 shows the flow of air around a wing, in normal cruising flight, slower flight, such as 

takeoff and landing, and during a stall. 

 

Figure 2, airflow over a wing at different angles of attack (AOE) (5). 

 

When do stalls occur? 
Normally a stall occurs during slow flight.  Accidental stalls tend to happen at low altitudes, often on 

approach to landing.  While stalls usually occur at low speeds, they can occur whenever the wing 

reaches the critical AOE, for example fighters can easily enter an “accelerated stall” when pulling high g-

forces in combat manoeuvers. 

What are the signs that you’re near a stall? 
There are many things that indicate you’re near a stall, and you may experience some or all of them with 

any particular aircraft: 

1. The nose is high. 

2. The airspeed is low. 



3. The controls feel “mushy” (you won’t see this in a consumer sim). 

4. You feel buffeting in the controls (also, not likely in a consumer sim). 

5. The ailerons aren’t very effective. 

6. The stall warning horn is on. 

7. In gliders, the flow noise will be noticeable less than during normal flight. 

8. You’re losing height, even with the elevator back. 

Recovering from a stall 
Stall recovery is really pretty simple: 

1. Lower the nose immediately!   

2. Apply full power right away, and smoothly. 

3. Get the aircraft flying normally, using the controls as you needed. 

Some Points about stalls 
Some aircraft are much more likely to drop a wing or enter a spin if the power is not off/idle.  The Piper 

Cub is a good example of this. 

Stalls on takeoff can be very serious, and most likely to happen under adverse conditions.  Always climb-

away from the runway at the speed recommended by the manufacturer. 

On your airspeed indicator the normal stalling speed is the bottom of the green arc.  With full flaps, it’s 

the bottom of the white arc. 

 

Figure 3, a typical light airplane airspeed indicator (6). 



Stall behaviour is different when the flaps (and other wing altering devices) are deployed.  Entry may be 

more dramatic and/or provide less warning.  Recovery may be more difficult as deployed flaps create a 

lot of drag. 

  



Spins 
As mentioned earlier, a spin is really just an aggravated stall.  The signs that you may be about to spin 

are really the same as a stall, though often the aircraft will be in a poorly coordinated turn, or you will 

have excessive yaw.  Spins have an almost mythic reputation for killing unwary pilots 

 

Figure 4, the aftermath of a suspected Cessna 172 spin accudent, Manitoba, 2012 (7). 

 

Spins are VERY dramatic events, and most likely to occur by accident close to the ground where there is 

little or no room to recover. 

A spin develops as shown in Figure 5, there is an initial stall event, followed by an incipient stage, then a 

fully-developed stage that lasts until recovery, or the ground. 

Not only are spins dramatic, but they consume height rapidly, and put the aircraft into unusual attitudes 

that may disorient the pilot.  It is important to recognise a spin and be able to correct as quickly as 

possible. 

Recovery is only slightly more complicated than for stalls: 

1. Throttle to idle, stick neutral. 

2. Full rudder opposite the spin. 

3. Stick forward to break the stall. 

4. Hold until the rotation stops. 

5. Rudder neutral, level the wings, and recover from the dive. 



 

Figure 5, the anatomy of a spin (8). 
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